
 

Common App Example 
 
Ball tucked under my arm, I walked out onto my driveway at 36 Silverwhite. It was dark and 
silent, about 8:45 at night in mid-February. My breath froze and frosted into the blackness, as I 
pounded the ball back and forth to slap some warmth into my fingers. I let the ball bounce 
across the pavement, and as I rubbed my hands together, I used my breath to create more 
warmth, jumping back and forth to get loose. And as the ball simmered faster and faster onto 
the concrete, I made a move, scooped it up and went towards the hoop.  
 
Layup.  
 
I knew every angle, crack, and undulation on the driveway. I knew where the solitary dim orange 
streetlight would cast streaming shadows off the telephone cables onto the ground, the most 
comfortable spots for a shooter to be, where the gravity would bring the ball back to me with 
each make. Cars would pass by, and I’d make sure to time my shot just right to catch the flash 
of headlights on the basket. Sometimes Mr. Dengler would return on his home commute from 
New York, and I’d know it was him because I could sense his truck slow to a stop and he’d 
always say, “Hey Kershner remember - fundamentals.”  
 
It was freezing outside, but I always felt like the cold made me more focused. For some reason 
that didn’t feel crazy to me, I reveled in it.  
 
A 12-year-old kid in a hoodie and sweatpants, I loved basketball so much I’d play every day, 
alone, outside with snow still on the ground. I didn’t care if the ice gradually swept into my 
shoes, melting like slush into my socks, how my ankles would chafe raw and my fingers would 
slice against the sharp, wet rubber of the ball. And how after each shot, I’d have to crunch 
through the snow and pick up the ball, again, again, and again.  
 
Nights like those would go on and on, until I could barely see my hands right in front of my face, 
let alone the net against the black sky. Shots would stop falling. I’d airball time after time. 
Completely miss. Out of rhythm. But in my mind, that was all part of the fight. I’d work on my 
handles, inside, outside, crossover, stringing together combinations of moves against invisible 
defenders. It was me all alone out there. 
 
Play-after-play. Unstoppable. Pull-up, clock winds down, follow-through. Game.   
 
If somebody actually watched me out there the whole time, they’d think, “Who is this dumb kid 
and why is he hurling himself on the ground.”  
 
Over time though, I realized what I loved so much about playing basketball wasn’t the glory or 
fun of winning, but how peaceful and cathartic the ritual of playing was for me.  

      



 

 
Alone out on the court, I cherished how quiet it could be. Nobody bothered me or told me what 
to do when I was shooting around. It was just me. I had nothing to worry about, and everything 
on the court I controlled. Bounce, release, follow through. Repetition, patterns, the same routine 
over and over again. I could lapse into my own world, almost like meditation. And time would 
pass by, completely escaping my notice, out there in the dark as faint stars would gleam down.  
 
Finally, my face would go numb, skin pale and eyes cold yet clear. And I would let out an 
exhale, sit under the basket on the hard ground, cross my legs and lean back against the metal 
post, ball resting in my lap. And then I would just be there in my space and think. So many 
thoughts, about people, what I wanted to do, my goals, the world. It was my own little universe. 
I’d have some of my purest, clearest ideas about what I wanted to accomplish and why, about 
what mattered to me and why.  
 

      


